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1. Heavy Quark Spectroscopy 

In t roduc t ion 

The spectroscopy of heavy quark systems is the showcase »f our understand

ing or hadron physics. It is sometimes even advertised a« the "hydrogen atom oF 

strong interactions". 

We do indeed have a fundamental gauge theory of the strung interactions in 

Quantum Chromodynamtcs (QCD), This theory in principle explains the. vast 

body of data that has heen accumulated over the past dozen years. However, 

as we will soon see, tl.^ connection hctwenn the fundamental theory and ex

perimental observablrs is not (yet) as it ia for the tiled rowrak gauge theory, 

.*>t'(2) x f ( l ) . The situation we confront is essentially non-perltirbative, and I. ho 

underlying gauge theory is onc-stcp-removed from detailed numerical confronta

tion with experiment. 

What wc have at present to accompany the data is rnnn* like a phenomenol

ogy, inspired or haeked-up by QC'I). At times it gives us an asymptotic form. 

At other tiirws il gives an expression for the general structure of some quantity, 

with free parameters or hadronir matrix elements contained within it. While 

these latter are determined by QCD in principle, for the moment tlipy are of

ten only approximately calculable (at bust). So we liike a peek nl the data and 

'adjust' the parameters, thereby learning something about the nature of the solu

tion of QCD. Then wc predict additional quantities and iterate the whole, process 

again -

This is then a place whs .. nry and experiment intertwine; basic theory, 

modffo inspired by theory, and experiment meet and influence, one another. It is 



quite different from the situation in the elcctroweak theory where irtere is a. well-

defined and cleat) set of pcrtnrbatjve predictions to compare with experiment. 

In one sense this is frustrating, as one would like clean and decisive tests of the 

underlying theory. In another sense, this is whet make* it exciting and makes 

the subject ntill worth pursuing: the Interplay between theory and experiment 

In interesting In itself, and we often learn things which are applicable either as 

techniques or as results in other areas as well. 

In fuel, progress has buon made and continues to be made. Eventually, one 

has every reason to believe that we wilt be able to calculate the "potential" from 

first principled, presumably using lattice techniques. Everything then will be 

predicted starting from the QGI) Lagrangian. We have come a long way in this 

direction already, and perhaps in the Summer Institute of a few(?) years hence 

wo may well no longer need a talk on this subject. 

The Spin Independent Potential 

Lei's start with the nonrelativislic,9pin independent potential. Even the use 

of the word potential is a bit loose for we are starting with a strong interaction 

hound stale problem and extracting from it an effective two-body, non-relativistic 

potential. The problem nt hand is intrinsically a rclativistic Field-theoretic one 

in which the 7$ sector, for example, ia coupled to what happens in the qqqQ, qq 

f gluon, etc. sectors as well. Some juntification for the sur.cesa of the "naive,** 

noh-rnlatlvlstlr. approach have recently been given, hut simultaneously questions 

have bectt raised as to the effect of what is being neglected, and how it changes 

the relationship between paramctera in the underlying theory and the effective 

potential. There is even a whole, well-developed approach to understanding 
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some of the name body or data through QCD sum rules. 

With these questions in mind, wc shall proceed to think in terms of a two-

body potential obtained by expanding in powers of v J / e a , Iudced, such an ex

pansion does make some seiine, for the ftmnllness of t^fe1 in a system comprised 

of a heavy quark and heavy an I i quark encourages lis to think In terms of n non-

rclativistic potential with spin-dependent terms which arise first in order V ' / B 1 

and give rise to splittings which arc smaller than those between levels oT the 

spin independent potential. In the cases at hand v J/r* is *» 0.4 for the low-lying 

eharmonium states and i> 0.1 Tor the low-lying boltohioiilwn States. Still, when 

we go to compare with the calculated energy levels with experiment we need to 

beaT in mind that predictions from alternate potentials t.hnt differ by ID »r 20 

MeV are not necessarily significant in favoring one potential over mini her We 

may in any casp lip making (especially for chnrtiioni'iiilj Approximations to the 

exact theory in "deriving" a non-relalivistir potential whirli render the n'HiillinR 

model incapable of discriminating differ'nres at this level. 

We have good theoretical guidance in two opposite re.nrmen. At short dis

tances, or equjvalcntlv large momentum scales, tliere in the property nf nsymp-

totic freedom. The running coupling becomes smaller M we detn'iixe the (Ihtlfinre 

scale at whirh we work, and the effective potential ;i|i»rnnrlie« the lowrsL order 

one gliion exrhangc result, 

»-w - - J a (.) 
as r • (1. 

Note the additional factor or * compared to the usual Coulomb Interaction; 

this arises from color. Its derivation was discussed in the Summer Institute of 
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10 years ago. It is so pnrvasive that it is worth a short derivation, so hero it is 

again. W'n want the inlditional factor due to color. It arises from a normalized 

color singiet quark-antiqiiark wave function, £,-y/y/3 in the initial and final state, 

a color SU(3) matrix AJ./2 at each quark-gluon vertex, and a color sum over the 

(eight) gluoiis, 6ni, in the gluon propagator. The sum over indices gives a trace: 

- i » l 4 <2> 

The (rare of \ ~ is just 5, as befits the generators of a Lie algebra (or, as may 

be chcrkrd for the case «r the A matrices of Sl/(3) directly); thus the ubiquitous 

factor of -1/3. 

That's one regime. The second regime where we have very solid theoretical 

input is at the other extreme, « a r - t 00, and we have confinement of the quarks. 

From relatively general theoretical arguments we know that the potential behaves 

as a linear function of the distance: 

V{r)^kr. (3) 

There is a corresponding physical picture of a "color-electric flux tube" joining 

the quarks. As you pull the quarks apart, the flux tube is increased in length, at 

the cost of an increase in energy per unit length given by the constant k. The 

value of k is about 0.2 OeV 3. 

Given those two regimes we might hope to construct the full potential. The 

simplest possibility ia to simply add together terms with the correct functional de-

& 
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j jpndenrr in the two asymptotic regimes. This is basically the Cornell potential ," 

1 ' r l (2.3-ic;..v • ' ) * • { l ' 

with the two coefficients having been adjusted to fit the charrnonium spectrum, 

although the model docs a quite adequate job in tJescrihmg bottorrionimn as well. 

In the late 70's Richardson combined the two behaviors in one form. 9 Heie 

is his potential in configuration space. 

33 2?iy \ Ar / •*° ~'V y '" f 

with 

where it looks like two terms. What ' s going on is more t ransparent in women In in 

space where it can be written as one i m n : 

Via') - - • — --• . (71 
^ ' 3 33 2nf q*tn(\ i 9 2 / A ' j V ' 

As g 1 goes to infinity, this expression becomes precisely \afjq2, as required 

from one gluon exchange. In the other limit of q"1 * 0, one obtains something 

proportional to lfq*. This may be an unfamiliar behavior in momentum space, 

but if you Fourier transform back to configuration space, this is just a potential 

which is linear in r. It is by no means guaranteed that you will get the "right" 

coefficient to fit the da ta . Richardson, along with others who proposed modified 

versions of this potent ia l , showed thai you do in Tad e,ct a very reasonable, even 

excellent, description of the da ta , especially for bot lomouium. 



Finally, Martin has proposed the potential 

( » O.KH 

This potential, with the absurd power of 0.104, lacks fundamental motivation (as 

Martin knew very well). We will use it as a kind of straw man, for it also does 

quite a credible job of fitting the charmonium and bottomonium data. But why? 

The reason can be seen in Figure I. Here you can see the various potentials for 

comparison purposes. In particular, aside from being displaced vertically from 

one another a little bit (which you are free to remove by adjusting the quark 

mass), they ail have about the same behavior between 0.1 and 1 fcrrni. This can 

be scr . even better looking at the inset, where r is given on a logarithmic acale 

ant. the potentials have been shifted slightly relative to one another vertically, as 

discussed above. Also shown are the mean radii of the psi, upsilon, etc. These 

are all bc',ween 0.1 and 1 fcrmi, and that's why the different potentials all can 

fit the da'-a; the wave functions for these states mostly (but not entirely) live in 

this region where the potentials coincide. 

Thus, where our theoretical insight is best and tells us something very well-

defined for (lie behavior of the spin independent potential, it is mostly irrelevant 

to the present data. Conversely, the experiments up to now mostly tell us about 

a region where theory dona not have much to say about the spin independent 
I o 

potential. In fact, one ran invert the data to obtain a potential which describes 

what happens from 0.1 to 1 ferini. Within errors, it coincides with what we have 

just seen in Figure 1. 

Even without a particular potential and detailed calculation, we can get a 

good qualitative idea of what the spectrum nr states will look like, hi Figure 2a 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the shape of the (.'orncll (doited curve), Richardson 
(solid curve), and Martin (dash-dot curvo) potentials. The in^ni shows the 
Game comparison wiih the potentials displaced slightly on the vertical scale and 
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Fig. 2. The spectrum of energy levels in the case of the Coulomb potential (a), 
the three dimensional harmonic oscillator (2b), and a hybrid of the two (c). 
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is the familiar spectrum due to a Coulomb potential , whirh in what we have at, 

short distances. The ground s ta te with (. --• 0 is labelled ]£; its radial excitation 

(labelled 2S) is degenerate in the case of a Coulomb potential with the first set 

of t -. 1 s ta tes (labelled I f ) , and so on. As an example or a confining potential 

which we want at large distance, Figure 2b shows the levels of a throe dimensional 

harmonic oscillator, which is more familiar than a linear potential ww\ turns out 

also to lie a. special "^ountlaTy" case from the po'int of view of the ordering t»r 

levels. Wha t will happen when we combine the two? For the energy levels \\K- will 

naturally get something in between Figures 2a and 2b. This is shown in Fig tire 

2c. The ordering, s tar l ing at IJIP bot tom, is IS, IP (between Hie IS HIH1 2S as 

for the harmonic nsc'dhitor, but closer to the 2S, as it would he degenerate with 

it for the Coulomb potent ia l ) , 2S, II) (above 2S as for Coulwnh, bin close t" it, 

as it would be degenerate for the harmonic oscillator), etc. You ran therefore get 

a quali tat ive unders tanding of the spectrum from quite general considerations. 

13 

T h e r e is a theorem v. nich is quite useful il> this regard and puts the qualita

tive ordering discussed above on a rigorous footing. It s tates tha t if V ^ ' f r ) " 0 

for all r, something which is true for all suggested potentials , (hen fi„s -•> /•,'(„ ^ r . 

Related theorems are provable for the ordering of levels with other angtila* 

momenta . 

Each of the potent ials discussed above can give a quant i ta t ive understanding 

of the levels of charmonium and bot tomonium to 30 MeV or better . Even the 

s ta tement t h a t one flavor independent potential can fit both systems is nontriv-

ial. T h e agreement between theory and experiment, which is shown in Schindlcr's 

lectures , 1 I regard as quite spectacular . It includes not jus t energy levels, but 

wave functions at the origin for the nS statea as well. Where there is a disagrce-
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meiit, U is difficult to know whether to blame it on the potential or on corrections 

due to rclativistfc or other effects which have been left out, 

When and how will we be able to distinguish between potentials? The answer 

appears to he I hat, loponium will provide the crucial system. In Figure >J is shown 

the spr. rum or topoiiium corresponding to mt in the range of 40 to 50 GeV. 

Them arc 10 or more nS stales below open top threshold; near that threshold 

there is one state per 100 McV. 

More important for the physics at hand, aspects of the spectrum of states 

and of the wavr functions at the origin are now sensitive to the behavior of the 

potential at short di?tantes. The values of the wave function at the origin are 

shown in Figure i, with that for the ground stale corresponding to a width into 

elcctron-ponilron pairs, whirh is proportional to the square of the wave function 

al the origin, of about 9 keV (from the one photon intermediate state alone]. 

This is larger than one would expect from a naive extrapolation from the psi and 

the upsilnn by about a factor of two. We are beginning to see the effect of the 

1/r term in the potential pulling in the wave function. Higher levels are affected 

less, as seen in Figure 4, for on average they live at larger distances. 

The same phj sical effixt is shown In Table I, with the t quark m;iss assumed to 

be ."»0 (UiV. Notice in particular how much the energy of the IS level is pulled down 

by the Cornell potential (;j CnV below 2 mi). This is to he. compared with 1.7 

<!eV for the Kkhardson and 1.1 GoV for the Martin potentials. Correspondingly 

the radius of tlie IS state is much smaller for the Cornell potential and the 2S 

to IS difference much biRi>er ftven more dramatic is the comparison of the 

wave function at the origin Vor the IS state, where the Cornell result is about 3 

times that for Jtirhardson and 9 times that fur Martin. Remember, the predicted 

t \ 
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Fig. 4. The value of the wave function at the origin for toponium nS states 
i lS obtained with the Richardson potential and mt in the range of 40 to 50 GeV. 
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electron-positron width goes like ihrse numbers squared! 

Potential (GeVj (fcrmi) (GeV) (GeV3/1) 

"Cornell" 97,1 0.028 2.2 23.3 

"Richardson" 98.3 0.018 1.0 B.5 

"Marti»" 9S.6 0.084 0.5 2.7 

Table 1. Characteristics of Toponium States for Various Potentials 

Before lravin^ this subject, we should note that th'm same property makes 

loponium a fairly sensitive place to look for extra short range forces. A good 

example is the presence of an extra term in the potential due to neutral H'IRRS 

exchange with enhanced couplings. Thin changes bolli the wave functions and 

the ordering of the energy levels in & characteristic tan'on, and allows it to bo 

distinguished from a simple change in the strength of the l/r piece of the strong 

interaction potential. 
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The Spin Dependent Potential 

Now we turn to the spsn dependent potential In it* foil glory it has the form: 

mint) TOT (») 

as given by Gichten and Keinherg and discussed at previous Summer Institutes 

l>y i'Vichtcii"" and by I'rskln,10 The term V(r) Is the spin independent potential 

wc discussed previously. The other terms involving V\, Vj, Vs, and V4 are not 

necessarily simply related to V(r), An CHn he teen particularly clearly in Michael 

I'eskiii'a lectures,1 thnac extra terms originate In expectation values of color 

electric and magnet Re Ids which are different than those that enter in the spin 

independent potential; they are new object*. 

Although the Mtnation is more complicated than one might have hoped, at 

bast initially it was possible to entertain the idea that all the new spin dependent 

terms arc «>f short range. ThLi hope was dashed when it was shown that 

V(r) + V,(r) = K9(r). (10) 

Since V has a long rangit confining part, so moat either V\ or VV 

n 



Let us use £q. (10) to eliminate Vx from the spin dependent potential. It 

now reads: 

miini rdr 
( " ) 

dffttnti 

2 

Couid it now be that the remaining new potentials V%% V3, and V4 are short range? 

Not only is there no information to contradict this possibility, 1ml it is sup

ported by the results oE went lattice gauge Vhcory talfAtlftt'jons, 1 , J 7 th" H'MIHK 

of some of which are shown in Figures h, 0, 7, and 8. Wo sre fliat V\ (which 

we have eliminated from Eq. (II)) is not short range, hut. V2 looks completely 

different; it to very short range, and similarly for Vj and V,. All of Uiis is done OH 

a Hi3 x 32 lattic. It should tie rcgardacl as a qualitative result, hut an important 

step toward the more quantitative result* we can expect in the futuri:-

Let us now go back to the spin dependent potential in the equal mass ease 

relevant to qiiarkonhim. We rewrite it a little hit, combining the first two terms: 

' IK?(•*•«'•'-2^-.<) viM (,2> 

Now, to flct a simple physical picture of what is happening, let us forget for a 

I* 
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Fig. 5. Results of a lattice Monte Carlo calculation of the spin-dependent 
potential -dVt/dr i»? a function of radial distance in units of the lattice spacing, 
a. 
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potential -V\ as a function or radial distance in units of the lattice spacing, a. 
The solid points arc before, and the open points after a correction for lattice 
artifacts described in Ref. 22. 
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moment the previous discussion about the spin dependent and spin independent 

potentials being independent entities. Let us consider what wc would obtain from 

a (relativistic) four-fermion interaction arisin;; from the exchange of a vrctor and 

a Hcalar between a quark and the antiquark of equal mass. In momentum space 

this is represented by an interaction: 

I*int = Hq7) fiu*« + v[q3) u-ftjUCr0!;. (13) 

]f wc do an expansion in powers of v a / c 3 , the static limit is the spin independent 

potential v 4- s, and the spin dependent terms give the Breit-Fcrmi potential, 

which in configuration space is: 

The term ~[dv(r) + da(r))/rdr in the first line is due to the familiar Thomas 

precession, and it is followed by usual spin-orbit, tensor (on the second line), and 

spin-spin (on the third line) interactions, each with a coefficient related to v(r) 

or s(r). 

Now we are in a position to compare what is in Eq. (14) to the generic 

decomposition in Eq. (12) involving V\, Vj, and Vg. First, the spin independent 

potential V is here given by the sum of the vector and scalar potentials, v + 9. 

Second, the spin dependent potentials Vj. V3, and V4 are all expressible in terms 

of derivatives of only the vector part of the potential, v. Hence, if v is related to 
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gluon exchanp.0 and its associated l /r behavior, then the potentials V2, V3, and 

Vi, arc ail aliorl range in character. 

This encourages us to make the following division: the scalar term is long 

range and associated with quark confinement, while the vector ;orrn is short range 

(we include \/r hehavior a3 short range) and associated with glnon oxcha.ige. 

From the short range Coulomh-like piece one obtains the spin dependent trrm? 

we are long accustomed to in atomic physics: a spin-orbit interaction (minus the 

piece due to Thomas precession), a tensor interaction, and a spin-spin interaction. 

As you go to lo"K rang*, the confining interaction, which is Lorcntx scalar in 

character, hcromes dominant. The associated physical picture has a color dux 

tube that connects the quark and nnticmnrk, and as they rotate nround each 

other the flux tube rotates along with them- Consequently there are no spin 

dependent forces generated from this part of the potential, aside from the Thomas 

term which comes in with a minus sign and is generated from the spin rotation 

associated with Loientz transforming from the ccnter-of-mass to the quark or 

antiquark rest frame. So we get a simple way of understanding ail (he terms 

in Eq. ( H ) . From now on wc will take this identification of v and s seriously. 

Occasionally we will slip over to the stronger assumption that s{r) oc r and 

v(r) OC l / r , even to the point of thinking that we know the respective constants 

of proportionality. 

• The Spin - Spin Interaction 

The spin-spin interaction, which in the equal mass case takes the form 

Vss = ~^ (2 S-S • 3) V 2 ti(r), (15) 

is the an*lo!»ue for the color forces of QCD of the interaction which gives rise to 
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the hypcriine splittings between atomic levels, IF we are brave enough to follow 

this analogy further and insert a l / r behavior for v(r), then Bincc V J ( l / r ) = 

-47r6 3(r), the spin-spin interaction is or very short rangel 

This delta function at the origin can be tested by noting thai for qiiarkonium 

p-wave states, whose wave function at the origin vanishes, the expectation value 

of the spin-spin interaction should be zero. Therefore the centcr-of-gravity of the 

three states with total quark spin one and J — 0, 1, and 2 should be the same as 

the mass of the J = 1 atate with quark spin zero: 

5W9 + 3Jlf, + Jl/o 

(The p-wave slates with total quark spin one are split in mass by the spin-orbit 

and tensor interactions, and the weighted average is just 9uch as to cancel out 

these contributions). 

For charmonium, the left-hand side of Eq. (16) is 3525.38 MeV, and an exper

iment in the last days of the ISR found a few candidate events with an average 

mass of 3525.4 ± 0.8 MeV. For the bottomonium system, the corresponding 

values for the center-of-gravity are 990D.2 MeV for the IP states and 10,261.6 

MeV for the 21* states. It would be very interesting to measure the mass of 

the corresponding singlet p wave states for bottomonium. There is a little bit of 

evidence from the CLEO experiment, studying JTTT transitions from th« 3S reso-

nance, for a state a little below the IP center-of-gravity. As the bb system is 

more nnn-rcl&livistic than 2c, the agreement with Eq. (16) should be excellent. 

Otherwise, the agreement in the charm case was an accident, and we had better 

take a close look at our assumptions on the short range nature of the spin-spin 

interaction-
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Let us specialize to a system that consists of one heavy and one light quark. 

The assumption that v{r) behaves as J/r stilt gives a delta function at the origin 

in the part of the potential that gives the apin-spin interaction. Furthermore, thr 

physical origin of this term in a quark color magnetic moment interacting with an 

antiquark color magnetic moment is still correct, and 50 it still depends inversely 

on the product of the quark mass and the anttqiiark mass (see the coefficient of 

Ki in Eq. (9)). For example, the mass difference of the ground state vector and 

pseudoscalar states Bhould behave as 

M( 3 S. ) - M^V 0 ) * ' ^ - ^ (17) 

If we use the fact thai the spin-spin splitting is snial' .mil that in lermw of con

stituent masses, 

A/( 35,) ~ Aff'.Sy) - m, + T7ij, (18) 

then we can rewrite Eq. (17) in terms of mass squared, 

Af 2(\?i) -M*ilS(,)K ™' ' m j i * ( n ) | 2 L Y i*(ojl*/|i„ (in) 
m.rti, ' 

and get a result that depends on the r«durrd tnassoft.hr qi:ark-anl:<;nnrk system. 

One the otnrr hand, in a system composed of a hcavj and a light quark 

we have a atomic h)n?oEi>Ti-Vike situation with the heavy quark playing the role 

of the nucleus ana the light quark primarily living at "large" distances. The 

corresponding wave function is determined by the long distance part of the po

tential which hohaves as kr. However, for a potential which behaves as r**, the 

,' '< 
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Schrodtnger equftton yiehte a sealing taw that makes 

Therefore, corresponding to the esse at hand with 0 — 1, 

l*(0)| 5 X py, 

and substituting this into Eq. (19), one findsir,M 

M 1 ! 3 ^ ) - M^pSo) ~ const. (20) 

This relation is compared to experiment in Table 2, The input masses come 

from the Particle Data Table*M except for the F - F* mass splitting where the 

new result from the Mark III experiment reported to this meeting is used. 

Mass' Difference Experimental value"'" in GeV2 

Mj-M* 0.57 

Mb--Mb 0.56 

M%. - M% 0.55 

M\. - M> 0.55 

Mj. - Mi 0.55 

Table 2. Ground State Vector * Pseadostalar Mass* Differences 

The p'-n difference Is thrown in for good measure, even though it involves 

only light quarks. Even the K* - K case should not be in Table 2, for the strange 

quark is not ail that heavy* Of course, they are in Table 2 because they all agree 
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magnificently with each other, so much the more so now that we have the new 

data on the F' ~ F mass difference. Equation (20) works far better than it 

should, as not only are the "heavy" quarks involved not all that heavy, but even 

the statement that the wave function at the origin squared is proportional to the 

reduced DISS in only approximate. Such superb agreement must be an accident, 

Now let us return to systems with two heavy quarks. There the wave functions 

are not determined by the linear part of the potential and Eq. (20) should not 

hold. (It doesn't!) But here we can be braver yet and insert v{r) • -inatjr into 

Eq. (15) and sandwich it between ground State vector and pseudoscalar meson 

wave functions to obtain 

A f ^ O - W C ^ - ^ ^ f M d t a , ) , (2.) 

where even the next order QCD corrections have been calculated. If we take the 

measured splitting between the 4> and nc and invert Eq. (21) to find a,, the 

result31 is 0.3 to 0.4. This is perhaps *' little bit too big, not to be regarded as 

very significant a- this time. 

• The Spin-Orbit and Tensor Interactions 

Spin-orbit terms give rise to the fine structure in the old atomic physics 

terminology. In the case of equal constituent masses they take the form 

and 

IF we take the spin-orbit and tensor interaction* and calculate their cootri-
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buttons to the 9Pj state masses, we get' 

M{**%) - # + « - 26/5 (23a) 

M ( S P , ) » A ? - « . + 2P (23fr) 

M( 3fb) - Af - 2o - 4fr, (23*) 

where the matrix elements a and 6 are denned as 

We can summarize the relative values of the matrix elements in terms of one 

number by forming the ratio 

M?Pj)~M?P)t _2<t-g» 

tf only the apin-orbit term contributes, r = 2, while if the Coulomb-like vector 

part of the potential u(r) is present, r = 0.8. As one turns on the scalar term. 

.((r), the matrix element a decreases, aa does r. 

If you look at the experimental numbers, updated with recent data, par

ticularly from CI3SB,3 one finds1 for e5iarmon*t»m r x , - 0.50 ± 0.02, and for 

bottomoniutn rxt = 0.67 ±0.05 and r ^ « 0.7010.20, for the IP and 21* state*, re

spectively. All these values are smaller than wouM result from solely a Coulomb-

like vector term, and point toward a non-negligible scalar term. Moreover, the 
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detailed predictions from tailing the vector term as - f etj/r and the scalar term 

as kr give quite good agreement*4 with the'data, particularly for boUomonium 

(recall that one expects some corrections, particularly for charmonium). The 

case w getting fairly good for a substantial part of the long range, confining part 

of the potential being scalar rather than vector. 

For mesons composed of a heavy quark and a light antiquark or vice versa the 

physical situation Fs different, as wo discussed previously in considering the spin-

spin interaction. Th« light quark lives at larger distances, so that tli/< Tlioma* 

term, -ds(r\(rdrt can "heat™ the net vectm term, adv(r)/rrfr, and the effect of 

the spin orbit interaction, (Vs,o.), can be reversed in sign. This would result in 

an inversion of spin mtiltipIeU compared to atomic physics, charmonium, arid 

bottpmoninm where the higher spin state lies higher: the ordering would now 

be M[*Po) > M{s/>,) > M(3I\). Thin idea might b« testable in the »/» cham, 

meson slates, labelled here /?"*«. A candidate state, Uie D"[24'i0), already has 

hnen found and must be J = 1 or 2, a* it, demys to P'TS. U Mils imiliiplel is 

inverted, the J - O state, which decays t,o l)ir, will lie at a h;?,V'r maw than the 

D"(2420). 
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Conclusion 

In this brief and incomplete review of the spectroscopy of heavy quark sys

tems, we have seen that we have a good qualitative picture of the nature of the 

spin-independent forces. That, plus some phenomenological potentials inspired 

by fundamental theory, carry us a long way. For the spin-dependent effects wc 

even have a semi-quantitative understanding, as they are more sensitive to the 

short distance part or the potential and we have more insight and more tools to 

help us sort things out. 

Eventually, we want a quantitative calculation of both the spin-independent 

potential V(r) and the spin-dependent potentials V 2(r), Va(r), and ^ ( r ) , from 

QCD. This will likely come in due lime from improvements in computer power 

and in technique over the present lattice calculations. 

In the meantime, to clarify the emerging ficture, we need more data. We 

need to find or confirm the 1Pi states of charmonium and bottomonium. We 

need to find the nj. We need to find the other D"'B. And maybe best of all, we 

need to see the spectrum of toponium. 
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2. Heavy Q u a r k Decays 

In t roduct ion 

In this second lecture we turn from the spectroscopy of hartmns involving 

heavy quarks to their decays. This is a comparatively new subject, but one 

which is already in a fairly mature state experimentally, we have measurements 

of many D meson branching ratios, including Cabibbo suppressed nonlcptonic 

modes and the decomposition of the semileptonic decays into exclusive channels; 

excellent lifetime measurements exist for both charm and bottom hadrotis; a good 

beginning has heen made on the study of exclusive decays of the F, A.- and If'-'. 

On the theoretical side, we have a solid general framework within which to cal

culate these weak decays. In particular, this means starting with the electruweak 

interactions and their gauge group, SU{2) x 17(1), and adding the. rorrrciions dtf 

to the strong interactions through the use of the renormalization group equation 

(or an equivalent formulation or the same physics), with anomalous dimensions 

computed from QCD. 

These calculations arc carried out at the quark level. A first stage in their 

application to actual hadrons is •simply to neglect any other constituent of the 

decaying hadron aside from the heavy quark. In such a spectator model, as it is 

called, one directly carries over the quark level calculation to he the hadron level 

result, with the spectator quarks and gluons assumed to arrange themselves into 

the final state particles together with the quarks (or leptons) corning from the 

heavy quark at no cost or benefit lo the overall rate. 

From the present data on charmed particle lifetimes, it is clear that there 

are differences of a factor of two or so hetween different species. To do better 
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than that, it is necessary to go beyond the spectator model and to consider not 

just what happens at the quark level but at tht* hadron level. In so doing, ideas 

such as annihilation diagrams, Interference, color (mis)matching, and final stale 

interactions have entered the discussion. 

This lecture will he a brief review of the subject of the decays of hadrons 

containing heavy quarks. We will start at the quark level where we will spend 

a large proportion of the review, since we know quite precisely how to proceed 

theoretically and the results give a semi-quantitative description of the experi

mental situation as we know It today. Then we wHI describe the various ideas 

enumerated above as corrections to the spectator model, leaving a more detailed 

analysis of the merits of these approaches in light of Ihc present experimental 
37 

situation to others. 

Weak Decays at tho Quark Lew] 

• Semtlcptonic Decays 

It is theoretically simplest to start with uemlleptonlc decays of Iho form 

Q ~* q + eP* 

(such as a - -» cei/r) or 

(such as e > siut) which correspond to a HamlUonian density of the form 

W - -VQ* % tffcO - Ts)0 ei"(l - T S K <*;> 

In Eq. (26) we have used particle names In ph.ee of the corresponding spinor 
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operators and introduced the one Factor that does not enter into the analogous 

expression for muon decay, the Kobaynshi - Maskawa. factor Vq^. 

The corresponding decay rate can then be easily related to that for muon 

decay. <^m*/ttt£x*: 

where 

f ( A ) l - 8 A ' + A« A* 24A*t«A. (2SJ 

Note again the extra Kobayaflhi - Manfcawa factor in front and the pb.v--<> spar? 

far tor, F, which ta unity for a roaasleiw final quark. This Fhr tor ilmps uir r;itht>r 

quickly, so (hat f"{0.3) - 0.52, n valu* rHcvimt apprnxirnntrly for lli<' <• > .< iind 

the b -* c inunctions. 

The elorlinn (pn îLrnn) enr-rny Hpritriim is (iifrrmtii in the iworasrs. For 

6 • ce&t it in likr that in tnnon drcay and fjivfs risr i<> si "li.ird" ,».|io< I ruin tlial 

docs not vanish fit the high ciuTgy pn<i; 

1 H\ Vi j . { 

r tir h ' h 

white Tor e - atut [and for t » Af-v,) it vanishes at I hi* t«-« rmls 

I *J I2z !(l x) (30) 
V ax 

and when th<- aralrd energy variable i* 

" Af9 Af£' 

Similar result* of tourae hold for drrays involving ni'ions or tans. 
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* Nonlcptonic Decays 

The Hamiltonian density for nonlcptonic decays such as Q --> q i lie? has the 

Mtne basic form, 

AS for setnileptrmic decays, aside from the addition of the color indices a and fl 

which are summed over the three colors to form color singlet currents. The decay 

rate 

r ( Q - H ^ N ^ F ^ ) (33, 

is also identical to the sem Peptonic case except for the Tar tor of three on the right 

hand side due to color (we Are neglecting the masses of the u and d quarks, just 

as we neglected those of the t and v% previously). 

Now let us rewrite the Hamiltonian in a slightly different form: 

2\/2 

t «-[fe7n(i • t*)Q*H"f{i - is)dp - ? a^(l - Ti}doQ-rf{\ - is)Qp] 
(3< 

with c + -= c = 1 initially. All we have done is to add And subtract a term 

which is nothing but the original expression with Q *-* q. Moreover, this term 

would he identical to the original one if it were not Tor the presence of the color 

indices; without them the interchange Q *-* q is a Fieri transformation under 

which V - A interactions go into themselves. In the decay rate, the three on the 
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right-hand side of Eq. (33) is replace! l>y ZR* + e z , which again is no change ;il 

all when c+ c . - 1 

So why make a more complicated expression out <>F something simple? The 

answer lies in what happens when we Itirn oti the strong interactions niid add the 

efforts of QCD to the purely weak interactions that wn have considered up to this 

point. The weak interaction will he modified hy the presence of strong interaction 

effects and c + and c- will be renormalized. But they have been carefully chosen in 

this regard, for they only go into themselves under this renormalization, i. e. the 

corresponding operators, which are even or odd tinder intcrt hanpeof color indices, 

do not mi* through QOf) corrections. Not only do the strong interactions modify 

(.* and c- from their initial value of unify, ln:t they introduce new operators into 

the effective llamiltonian. These so-called "penguin" operators, which come in 

beginning at the one loop level, have a different spare-time structure than the 

V - A x V - A structure we have had up to now. We proceed to consider each 

of these effects and their magnitude in turn. 

• The Calculation of c+ and c 

To calculate what happens to i t and c . under renonnaligation due to QCD is 

equivalent to being able to study their behavior as one moves from one momenttiin 

scale to another. More specifically, at the momentum scale corresponding to Mw 

the weak interactions are characterized by the "bare' Hamiltonian density of F'IJ. 

(31) and c\ ~ C- - 1. We are interested in what happens when wo move down 

to a momentum scale characteristic of hadrons, i.s>. roughly the mass of the 

decaying heavy quark. 

The study of what happens when one moves from one momentum scale to 

another is directly formulated through a ^normalization group equal ion. In the 
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ease of ««. and e., they satisfy such an filiation of the form: 

H .. .9 1 
'% + mT9 - ""« e*W**,g)-«0. (35) 

where u is some reference scalp of momentum (the rcnormalizaUon point) and g 

fa a second scale at which we wish to calculate the effective weak Hamiltotiian. 

In this equation, 0{g) is the standard beta function of the theory, 

on 

which characterises how the coupling changes with a change of scale. For QCD, 

it has the perturbation theory cxp&n̂ jpn, 

where n/ is the mimWi of quark flavors. Notice thai the coefficient of g;< U 

negative as 1on|( as 33 > 'itij. In other words, the coupling decreases as we 

inrrease the Rralr of momentum at which we are looking. This ia just thr property 

of aayniplotlc freedom; the theory of QCT) becomes more and moTC like a free 

Held theory ea we increase the moment«m scale. The quantities 'H arc the 

anomaloiifl dimensions associated with the operators a, respectively. They also 

can he calculated in a perturbative. expansion, starting in order jr, where they 

originate in graphs where a single gluon is exchanged between fermton lines in 

the basic fbur-fermion weak interaction: 

•M - 4 I r - (37n) 

Note that if "»* - (\ then the combination of derivative;* on the left-hand side of 
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the rrnormalization group equation ran be rewritten as a total (ierivjitlve: 

> * «»)^]**t^f)- K dft 
c-t =0, (381 

simply expressing the fact t hat r j does not change under n change of momenta) n 

sralr if liic anomalous dimensions are zero. In the case at hiintl, ap we hiivi> just 

seen, the anomalous dimensions arc non-xero and the operator coefficients c ( 

change, with scale. 

Wo now proceed io solve this renoTmalitalinn gmup equation,' " The int'l hoil 

of solution that follows at first looks like it it pulled out of the hat. but wi> wilt 

sire the rationale Tor it. so hear with me for a, moment. 

We begin by defining the quantity $ through an integral. 

villi j(!.ff). The quantity g, which i« diimncioiiless, tan only he a dim t ion of 

the ratio of I he momentum scales q anil it anil t i f roupling y nt the ri'ft.'renrc 

scale v; it is just the "running coupling" thai in familiar In ai1 u« To *co thin, 

let us put it in a more familiar form by looking at the -il mil ion <• hen 1/ is imnll, 

r i that we can use (he per:itrhrt<U<' result fi>( il(i) I ' , I ( ' -" .' ;' : iJ ' • •• miller 

the integral in Kq. (39). If i*e take *}n- fi*Kt lerm in thi.-> expnii«ii*ii we ohlain on 

performing tin1 integral. 

. . 1**- I / I l i 
I" »<" - .... - ( i 

inf .l.i 2 v y* ij- ' 
(I") 

*,(«*) in) 



This is the standard expression for the running of a, when it is small. 

The definition of Q in Eq. (30) is perfectly general though; it simply re

duces to the standard farm in the small caupling region upon using lowest order 

perturbation theory for 0(x). Moreover, it is relevant to solving our equation 

since it exactly satisfies the renormatizatlon group equation with zero anomalous 

dimensions: 

(^ + ^)§^Syn,s)=0r (42) 

as may be seen hy applying the differential operator on the left-hand side of this 

equation to both sides of Eq. (39). 

Now we are ready to solve the full equations for e±. The solution r>r Eq. 135) 

is: 

c±(fl/M =<*(l,5)expf | ~ ^ ^ ) t («) 

as can be seen directly by substitution and employing Eq. (42) together with the 

fact that the derivative of an integral with respect to its upper limit of integration 

is just the integrand evaluated at that point. 

We go again to perturbation theory to evaluate the integral >n the exponent 

of Eq. (43): 

! * B * - 6 l„£ (») { t+(3 

J 0{ 

Therefore, 

(x) 33 - 2«/ g* 
9 

6 

hp)=*+(!,?) f ^ v 
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and similarly, 
- 12 

« (g/n.f)-«.(».«( Jj I • (4fi) 

We are interested in what happen? between a momentum scale which is char

acteristic or the decaying hadron (which we take to he /() and the weak scale, M\v 

(which we take to be q). Moreover, if we had also taken our reference momentum 

scale ft to be the weak scale, our coefficients should make the Hamiltonian density 

correspond to the "bare" density in Eq. (34), i, «., e±(l,3) - 1. Therefore, 

and 
-J2_ 

This is our sought after result Tor the QCD renormalization of the coefficients 

When we recall that a,[qt) runs down as the momentum scale goes up, w* 

see that c+[Mwlli*$) < 1 and c.[Mwfft,g) > 1. In fact, there is the simpte 

relation 

4 « - - 1 * (49) 

(which is traceable to the factor of -2 between the anomalous dimensions of the 

corresponding operators), so that one of the corresponding terms in the weak 

Hatniltonian ta necessarily suppressed if the other is enhanced by tlvrr effects of 

QCD. 
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• Penguins 

Before using these results to look at the overall picture of decays in the 

spectator model, let us take a brief look at the additional operators introduced 

by QCD, the "penguins". A set of lowest order graphs which contribute to the 

existence of "penguin" operators relevant to various quark decays is shown in 

Figure 9. 

On the upper left is a one loop, "penguin"" graph relevant to strange quark 

decay (and in particular, to neutral K decay). Once the loop integral is performed 

this diagram contributes to an effective operator whose space-time structure is 

(V~A)xV, or equivalent^ a mixture of [V - A) x (V - A) and {V - A) x {V + A). 

The latter operator has a structure that is not in the original weak Hamiltonian 

density. Arguments have been made that although its relative coefficient is small, 

the corresponding operator has a big matrix clement in K decays and that it 

contributes a large part of the experimentally observed amplitude. This is a 

subject still very much under debate. 

The diagram on the upper right shows a potential "penguin" in Cabibbo 

suppressed charm decays. Estimates generally put its strength well below that 

from ordinary graphs which contribute to the same process. 

In bottom decay, however, it may be possible to have processes (Cabibbn 

suppressed to be sure) where "penguin" diagrams give rise to contributions com-

parable to, or maybe even larger than, those of ordinary tree level graphs. The 

bottom portion of Figure 9 shows a possible example. The "penguin" diagram 

on the lower left contributes an effective Hamiltonian density: 

* = Ti S" Vtb K l n ( m f / m ? ) i%ti' " l^*^' ( 5°) 
V) 



u — * *—u 

2-87 5GGi.'A9 

Fig. 9. Set of lowest order "pcnRUtn" graphs contributiiij; to strange quark 
decay (upper loft). Cabibbo suppressed charm quark decay (upper right), and 
Cabibbo suppressed bottom qu-rk decay (lower left). Also shown is a spectator 
graph which also contributes to Cabibbo suppiessed bottom quark decays (lower 
right). 
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whereas the usual spectator diagram corresponds to 

tf - 2J v* V„ n7„(i - -r,)6 iy ( i - T»)U. (si) 
V2 

The "penguin" lose* to the spectator graph because or the ~J Jnfn^/mJ) that 

arises from having one loop and the presence or the gluon, but it wins because of 

the Cablbbo (or more exactly, Kobayashi-Maskawa) factor VtiVt\, which involves 

sero and ono generation jumps, as compared to Vvi,Vut, which involves two and 

one generation jumps, respectively. Depending in part on how small V„j it, (some

thing stilt not known), it could well b« that the spetta-toi ia the lesser of the two 

contributions. Then, for example, in the decays D& -* K**~ or Bt » <̂ K° the 

"penguin" contribution may be dominant.'13 

• Decays In the Spectator Model 

What does all this mean numerically for the decay of the various quark fla

vors? First consider the strange quark. The statement that c_ > 1 corresponda 

to the enhancement of the A/ = 1/2 amplitude in strange particle docay, which 

Is what one desires in order to be in accord with experiment. However, it al

ready requires some stretching to get a Factor of 3 or 4 in the amplitude, while 

what Is needed is something like a factor of 2D. Another piece of physics, per

haps "penguins'1 (see the discussion above), is required in addition to the QCD 

enhancement oTc-. 

For the charm quark, if we set p. = m c, we find c_ -» 2 and c + — l/y/2. At 

the quark level the Cablbbo allowed decay channels are c -* s.ivt, e -» ejli/fi, 

and c -* *<Ju. In the spectator model, all charmed hadrona would have the same 

lifetime and the same eemileptomc branching fraction, which would be Identified 
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with that for the charm quark as if it decayed in isolation from other hadrottie 

constituents: 

For the bottom quark, with n ~ m t l the QCD enhancement (suppression) 

of c- ( c + ) is less than that for charm: e. +- 1.5 and c*. "* 0.8. In this cose wo 

have an expanded list of decay channels at the quark level: o - ' ecPt, b -• cfiQp, 

b -* CTDT, b -* cdfi, and b -* esc. We havf neglected decays where the final « 

quark is replaced by a u quaik {using the experimental wsult that b *•+ u/6 • e 

h small). The corresponding scmileptunic branching ratio Is 

where the semilcptonic decays involving cTu, and c£s have been uiven an approx

imate phase space weight which is 0.2 times that for ctVf 

These days, everyone is quick to point out that these renults do not agrnu 

with experiment, e.g., tiie D° and the D* lifetimes differ by a factor of two ur ar>, 

the average B Bemilcptonic branching ratio is about 12%, etc, Before wo go »m 

to investigating the shortcomings of the spectator model, let me emphasize thiil 

this is not so bad - 1 only wish that 1 was able to calculate so simply everything 

else involving Btrong interactions to a factor of two or better in tho ratel The 

spectator model does provide a very useful qualitative and even semi-quantitative 

basis for calculating the weak decays of heavy quarks. 

With that stressed, let it also be said that we should and can do better 

theoretically. We shall then look beyond the spectator modol at what are the 

effects of the other quarks and gluona present in the initial or final Mate, 
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Beyond the Spectator Modd 

• Leptontc Decays 

The simplest decay protean* that Involve the erstwhile spectator quarks arc 

those where the initial quark and anUqoarfc in a meson annihilate to yield a 

purely leptonic final state; thb must be a non-spectator process. The prototype 

for all such decays is *~ -» p~Pp> and as for the pion, the dW.»y rate for any 

psettdoscetar motion P has the form; 

where fp is the pscudoscalar decay constant, the analogue or /„. 

For D* •> /li/,;, tliIN yields a branching ratio 

BR{D* - H»lt) •- 4.3 x 10- s sin' 8, ( &) - - ' £1 . (55) 

As we expect 4 

So- IF- fa- /«i 

the branching ratio for tills mode la to be found down at the Wnl of 2 x io "*. 

The one cane of a heavy meson with an appreciable leptonic branching ratio 

Is the F (now rcnamnd the D4, but we retain Uie old name here). Tim particular 

d«cay of relevance Is F + -• fvT, where a calculation as above giv^: 

»V-.^l-«XlQ-*(g)1-^Si. (SB) 

H«ra we have neither a Cabibbo nor a helklty suppression (because of the high 

tau mass), and given the present F lifetime we can expect a branchiae ratio of 

nearly %%. 



In the case of a v«ctor meson decaying weakly to teutons, we im longer have 

the hclirity suppression and the rale does not involve a factor at m); 

However, for all the known vector inftfttms* such a mode w swampei! by strong 

or electromagnetic decays: even for the vector meson containing » t quark it is 

overwhelmed by other we«k decays. 

* SemilpiJtnnif Decays 

We havr r«nsi<jprcj these decays si I he rjiinrk li'W'l (irevinunly, v. 'licli presum

ably provides an approximate, *rnoofli*"l inclusive HUIII or Uic iiclnnl cxrlu^vr 

modes sur.h ,is P « Kef,, I) •• K'tU,, c'r, If I lit1 nujnhrr T n\ lilnlilc cxclu-

sivr rhannd;, is small, as in D drmilcploiik decay, Kirn liny can be iiril.iriRlcd 

oxporimcntally and calculated individually lhcnreticnll>, 

ConsiiW for example-. !> • A'*ee. Tli'iMlfraj'hftft ft hlnmi 'I rsuirix cli'innil 

-M • Vf. r ' V / . ( 7 ! ) \P'K ' tf;J ffli.ll irr.l»., (•''«) 

where 7 - ; j f , • pK is the four-momentum carr'rd liy 'h<* i i -pw (inir. Tlie 

corresponding rale is 

{\t„ »i»l' 

0 

whf re Igl is I.iVwi in the D rrart frame*. If the form factor / . had no q* dependence. 
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then the last integral can be done explicitly, 

(M„-mh-)' 

8 j d*4 I M ? a ) l S |9? H / i ( 0 ) | 2 - \ F(mK/MD). (GO) 

n 

The function F(A >'IK/M&) in Kq. (((0) is just that introduced in Kq, {'28) 

from Ihc decay rate calculation at the quark level. In fact, the whole expression 

for the decay rate for the exclusive mode D —• Kei/t is just j | / + ( 0 ) | 2 times that 

for the inclusive rale at the quark level if we replace My and m/f by the corre

sponding masses of thc"heavy n quarks they contain, m e and m,, Numerically, 

F(mn-/Mo) - 0.00. and inserting the measured behavior of the form factor /V 

increases the intoj;:;i! by a factor of 1.3. The measured rate for this decay can 

he used to obtain an expression for \V(t\ in terms or \f, (0)j, siim- all the other 

quantities in Kq. (,r

Po) air known. 

This calculation of exclusive channels one by one can be carried a step fur

ther by using a model of the possible final states and their matrix elements to 

systematically calculate scmileptonie decayB as a sum of exclusive channels. Such 

a calculation has recently been carried out using the quark model for the final 

stale resonances and their matrix elements, with results for the electron energy 

spectrum in D meson decay as shown in Figure 10. A comparison is also made 

there of the sum of the exclusive channels and the inclusive decay calculated at 

the quark level. The overall rates (integrated area under the curves) in the two 

cases aie quite close in value, while the exclusive calculation gives a somewhat 

softer electron spectrum. A similar comment holds for B decay into charm, as 

shown in Figure 11. When it comes to B decay into non-charmed final states 

however, the sum of the exclusive channels involving comparatively low-lying fi

nal states which is shown in Figure 12 falls well short of giving the same rate as 

w, 
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Fig. 10. The components of the electron spectrum from different hadronic chan
nels in seroileptonic D decays involving strange meson final states according to 
Ref. 45. 
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Fig. 11. The components or the electron spectrum From different hadronic chan
nels in semileptonic B decays involving charmed meson final states according to 
Rcf. 45. 
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Fig. 12. The compOT «nts of the electron spectrum from different hadronic chan
nels in semileptonic J decays involving non-charmed meson final states according 
to Ref. 45. 
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the inclusive decay calculated at the quark level. It yields a much softer elec

tron energy spectrum as well. Usually, it is precisely near the endpoint of the 

spectrum where one would tend to trust the calculation involving a discrete sum 

of exclusive stales, as opposed to the quark level calculation, which at best can 

be a smooth averaging of the discrete sum. ft is also the shape of the spectrum 

near the endpoint which is critical in sorting out b ~> u from 6 -+ c. The decid

edly softer spectrum in Figure 12 for the former process makes experiment less 

sensitive to 6 — u; there arc less restrictive limits on b -•« u when the data are 

t analyzed in terms of it. 

• Nonleptonir Decays 

There arc *i uumhrr "f ways that have been pTopnacd to account for the 

deviations from tin1 spectalor model in nonlcptonic drrays. We examine them 

briefly in this section.' '' 

Final State Interactions 

Once created by the weak interaction, the final hadrons undergo strong in-

. teraction scattering effects. If the pair of hadrons has an energy which is below 

inelastic threshold for that channel, it can be proven rigorously that the am

plitude must have the phase of the elastic scattering process characterized by 

the appropriate quantum numbers at that energy. For a process in which the 

final state is composed, for example, of two possible isospins, the corresponding 

portions of the weak amplitude each pick up a final state interaction factor with 

a phase that is appropriate to scattering in that particular isospin state. Such 

phases can completely change predictions made for the weak amplitudes alone 

by destroying the phase relationship between different amplitudes. For example, 

consider the decay D Q -* Raita in which the final Kn flystcm has isospin 1/2 or 
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3/2: 

A(D" • t f V V ^ v , +\JIA3/S. (01) 

As we will see shortly, this amplitude is predicted to he very smalt tltie to color 

mismatches in one picture of such decays. If this is recaat in terms of the isosp'm 

decomposition of Eq. (61), the small net amplitude must come about when 

Ai/7 ~ y/2 Ay2. • (62) 

Once wc add final state interactions, the same decay amplitude becomes 

A{D° - / W ) - \jl-Am*iS<» + y[\AmJ'»*, (63) 

where we have used a simple phase factor lo represent the final state interac

tions, even though one is well above t}..' inelastic threshold for Kir scattering 

at the energy of the D. Even with this somewhat symbolic notation, the point 

ia well made that with sizable strong interaction phases of opposite sign, the 

cancellation between the Iwo terms on the right-hand side or Eq. (61) can be 

turned around into a positive enhancement, totally obscuring the underlying re

lation obtained from the weak interactions alone. Even more, strong interaction 

rcscattering can produce a final state that is not allowed in a particular model 
from weak processes alone. Such is the case for the process D° -» K°<f>, which 

is not permitted to occur through the weak interactions without the presence of 

annihilation graphs (see below), but could occur through the chain 

D° - K*n - K<V, (64) 

where the first step is already allowed in the spectator model and the second step 

is a purely strong interaction rcscattering process. 
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Color Factors ami (mis)Matching 

Consider a quark level process like ca ~> sa + (f^«(?, where color indices have 

been reinstated (and where repeated, they are summed over the three colors), 

that takea place inside a D° meson with quark content caaa, IF we proceed naively 

to form final hadrons out or the resultant quarks and anliquarks, then the color 

indices for the combination (uj)(stt), e.g., nfK~, automatically "match" to form 

color singlet hadrons. The color indices for (ufl)(,Sff), e.g., ITQR0, are mismatched; 

Only one time in three are the indices appropriate for forming a color singlet. 

Thus w;: expect that the second process will be down a factor of 9 from the first. 

Actually the. prediction is 

T{D° •-* RW) _ 1 
r ( D * ' - - i " / f - w + } ~ 18' [ ' 

because there is an additional factor of one-half coming from the square of the 

JI° wave function, \[^u ~ rf<0- When the usual QCD corrections are put in, 

the prediction is reduced further to — 1/40, This (and other cases of such color 

suppression) is in gross disagreement with experiment, where these two widths 

are within a factor of two of each other. The color matching or mismatching 

ran be destroyed if we allow soft gluons to transfer color from one final quark 

to another at no cost in rate. However, there may be a modified version of such 

color factors that is of relevance, and indeed they play a role in some or the recent 

attempts l.i understand D decays systematically. J ' 

luterfetence 

Unlike the example above where the two different ways of nmibining final 

quarks and antiquarks led to two distinct hadronic final states, there are cases 
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wherv the final s ta te hadrona are the same. An example of this is Riven in Figure 

13, where the two ways of combining the final <juarks in I)* decay, say into two 

pneudoscaJar mesons, leads to the same, final s ta te , i. <•., A '^JT 4 . Hy the laws of 

q u a n t u m mechanics the amplitudes are coherent, and in this particular case are 

found to ir.ierfcre destructively. Thin reduces (at least this) particular partial 

width and it can he argued that this is a mechanism for reducing Hie total width 

of lh" D+ and hence increasing its lifetime and semileptoni. branching frartion 

as compared to the O 0 and F 4 - , for which this interference does not occur (in 

the Oahibbo allowed decays). ' ' This mechanism seems to be presrut at some 

level, al though it has been argued that il is probiiWy not ciinugh of an rffrct by 

itself to give a factor of two difference in the. O' and f>" lifetimes. ' 

Annihilation 

CSraphs like those in Figure M are suppressed for (lie dera>:< ol A psf>ndo«ralar 

meson into light final fcrmions because of the I 7 A chariicl'-- of tlic wenk inter

action. This is precisely the same physics that, gives the factor of m~ in K«j. (54) 

and causes the ampli tudes for TT • ri', ami /\ * n . to ]•<• suppressed by a 

factor of TTtfim^ compared to ,T » \tvu and K > i>i'n', we :- inHirues say the 

former processes are "helicity suppressed" rnmpared t" I lie latter. 

In the case of hadronic dcravs as in Figure 14, this suppression may be 

removed by emitt ing gluons. Consider, for example, the annihilation diagram for 

V decay in Figure 14. where a gluon is radiated by the c or ? <)i!nrk in tlie initial 
.is 5? 

s ta te , or whrre the gluon \s present ns A consti tuent to ftnrn (he 'u'jj;ilining.'' 

At the vertex where the c.5 pair annihilate into a IV lliey arr. no longer in a spin 

zero s ta te (in fact, they are necessarily have spin one); the helicity suppression 

is gone. T h e width of hadrons for which such a process can contribute lo the 
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D + 

d-
2-87 

c — • 

5662A13 

Fig. 13. Diagrams contributing to D+ -» K°ir+ decay, illustrating potential 
interference between amplitudes arising from two different ways of combining 
final quarks into the same final state hadrons. 
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Fig. 14. Annihilation graphs contributing to D" and F+ decay. 
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weak decays will increase; the only question Is the magnitude of the effect, In 

particular, the width of the Efi and f* should increase, while thftt for the D+ 

should not in the dominant Cabibbo-allowed modes (but the annihilation graph 

does contribute to Cabibbo-suppreevdl modes of the £)*)- In addition, specific 

exclusive hadromc modes, like D° -* R°4 and F decay to hadronn not containing 

strange quarks, are permitted through the annihilation graph and not through 

the spectator graph by itself (without final state interactions, see above). 

There is increasing evidence that annihilation graphs do contribute to a mea

surable fraction of D decays. We very much need farther quantitative calculations 

and experimental measurements of V and F decay with which to compare them. 

Even if such effects are important in D and W decay, they should be much less so 

tn B decay, and this nends experimental chucking as well. So whllu Hie situation 

with weak decays of hadrons containing heavy quarks lit getting clraror, and wc 

do have a semi-quantitative theory /model of these processes, much remains to 

be done both theoretic-atty and experimentally. 

^ 
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